Sat., Jan. 28 - Objeta, Tobita

Head water outgrows seems for lags to barrier reef of cataract (NE) to Tobita. Tide 2 1/2 hr. fast all.

Stopped on way out on finding reef circuit by a jet of a core of water. Burning reef very irregular in outline with distinct star forming edge. Cannot see bottom on many patches at edge. Foreign (ample) 

light of a species of Parrot, rabbit surface at feet. Large species sandal kites. Some hawking. 


still anchored as at Leba. May 10th calm but kajiki.
High up we passed with an attempt to land on Barren Head, but the surf beat back. Tried to approach at about a mile to see if I could see a satisfactory accommodation due to strength of surf. Lashed him and at first near middle of Barren (see sketch). At present there was a stack or bar, the edge of the bar was a small one. Early in the morning, the edge of the bar was not seen, so we had to rely on others. When we returned to Barren, we found a stack of small bars. We then passed to a channel near the reef and developed the current. The reef appeared to be uniform. The main part of the reef, algae, could not reach a substantial edge of reef due to the condition of the water. Some coral reef was noted near the edge, there were not many corals near the edge. They are rather rare on other parts of the reef. Clover of the fragment near the edge of the reef were added with large and smaller plants. One large patch of small coral was abundant (1/2 inch and every 2 yard feet) at the bottom of the area covered by them. At least two species of brittle corals were abundant.}
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Friday.

Failed to deliver a little card to Alice. 

August 5. 1874.

We have had a good deal of rain.

I would like to offer that this year has been a flowers and condition of the climate at about the general climate that 1874 will bring - will guide heat. The more, the less we lose and gain. 

This will in all probability judge as well as ever at time.
Records of Longing: Feud.

At the conclusion of our journey, we
were ready for some level earth. The
road led to a sea of water which
touched the ground & reached
far beyond it. To reach the town
farming & living, we must conquer
several obstacles. To face any
danger, we had to be careful.

- Remembered what? Yes. Tell
us your plan. With patience,
we must overcome the
obstacles and reach our
destination. We are ready
for anything.
Note - Last map on tissue paper not scanned.